Introduction
It is currently recognized as very important to be able to integrate different information resources (among others, databases) within an organization. In fact, information is required in various applications which are becoming more and more complex and need to share information, procedures and rules. This information becomes a strategic resource of the organization that has to be used in an optimal way. However, the heterogeneity of existing systems in terms of data and process models makes very hard any attempt to share information or services.
The integration of different types of information systems (in a broad sense, ranging from specialized applications, real time data feeds, spreadsheets to classical database centred systems, knowledge bases, etc.) is the actual focus of many research projects, with a view to develop "intelligent and cooperative information systems" (the IJICIS Journal [12] is dedicated to them). These systems combine the possibilities of databases, artificial intelligence and programming languages. The notions of "distributed object system" [18] and of "knowledge communication" [25] are also suggested by the "object" research community.
In the database field, numerous research works have been undertaken to facilitate the sharing of information and services in an organization. They lead to the concept of database "interoperability" or "integration". Different projects about (mainly view or schema) integration gave rise to new approaches, described by Batini in [2] and more recently by Kambayashi in [13] . Several architectures have been defined to support a set of interoperable and/or integrated databases. Among them one can mention: distributed databases [19] , multidatabases [17] , and federated databases [22] .
We have chosen the object oriented database schema integration framework to describe our approach. Concept bases are built on top of a set of schemes to integrate; they contain an enhanced semantic description of each schema and will help to establish and control equivalencies between schema elements. The first steps of the integration process are presented and a solution using a three level concept base architecture is described.
The proposed approach is based on an enrichment process using different types of complementing reference sources. Both domain and terminological knowledge are collected, resulting in a concept base able to provide a sharable knowledge space to be used in any activity involving:
• Reusability, genericity, evolution of information system components • Domain learning and documentation
• Semantic understanding and compliance. The paper is organised as follows. After an introduction to the schema integration framework, chosen as an example of concept base use (section 2), we define terminology as both a theoretical and practical subject in section 3. Our approach is described in section 4, where the concept base building process is detailed. An architecture of concept base is proposed in section 5. The problem of concept translation is mentioned in section 6. Section 7 presents methodology aspects with the ConcepTerm project, dedicated to the building process of "multilingual concept dictionaries". Finally, section 8 presents some other interesting applications of concept bases related to information systems, future research directions, and a conclusion.
Schema Integration
Most of the work done on schema integration deal only with schemes which are descriptions of data stored in a database or a file, or used by an application. Existing schema integration approaches usually decompose the integration process in several steps, the main ones being:
• Preintegration : translation of source schemes in a common data model
• Comparison : finding inter-schema correspondences
• Integration : creation of a new (global) schema using source schemes, inter-schema correspondences and integration rules
• Schema Transformation : modification of source schemes.
Our approach is best suited for both preintegration and (partially) comparison steps. Following Spaccapietra in [24] , we'll gather these two steps together under the term "investigation". The next sections (2.1 to 2.4) describe these main steps.
Preintegration
The goal of this step is to translate the different schemes to be integrated into a common data model sometimes called "canonical" model [21] , to extract as much information as possible concerning the schemes elements (attributes, classes, methods, etc.), and the relationships and rules existing between these elements. Generally, the data model chosen for this step is a semantic one (entity-relationship or object-oriented [15] ). This preintegration step is justified, among others, by the relative semantics weakness of schemes and the heterogeneity of used data models.
Semantics of Schemes
The emergence of modern data models and their relative ease of use ("bubbles and arrows") have promoted them as the main way to model real-world situations. However, the oversimplifying effect of any modelling effort led to a loss of semantics: a large part of the domain knowledge the designer acquired during the design phase is lost because it cannot be represented in the schema [9] .
Thus, a schema, when viewed as a vocabulary or a glossary, reflects only a small part of the semantic richness of the domain it is supposed to represent. Previous works on preintegration have proposed the following formalisms to enhance schema semantics:
• Word dictionaries: linguistic information (synonyms, homonyms) are added to all of the terms (labels) present in a schema
• Name mappings: the database administrator establishes mappings from existing labels (attribute and class names) to more meaningful ones in order to improve their expressiveness.
Role of the Preintegration step
Most of the integration approaches cover this step in a partial way, only quoting it as a "precondition" to the integration step itself [24] or defining it as a "manual process" [26] . In any case the preintegration step is considered the responsibility of the database administrator (DBA).
On the contrary, we think that this step should play an important role in the integration process. For instance, knowledge stored in a schema is strictly limited to the knowledge needed by the functionality the database is developed for; other concepts of the domain without a direct (and specified) utility are ignored. Thus, the preintegration step can represent an opportunity to show the actual limits of a system with respect to an application field, by enumerating the domain concepts which aren't taken into account in this system. Consequently, it should be conducted using both domain knowledge and terminological skills. Indeed, the quality of the information added to a schema will directly determine its "semantic influence" in relation to other schemes during the comparison step. (Eick, in [6] , describes the "quality" of a schema depending on the classification of objects and on its power to express rules coming from the domain).
Comparison
The comparison step is dedicated to finding out correspondences between schema elements by using probability or pattern matching techniques. This task is generally computer-assisted (the DBA has to validate/invalidate the correspondences suggested by the system).
Comparison is done at two levels:
Comparison of the Schema Elements (attribute and class names, method signatures): A probability of correspondence is computed using similarity of element names and types. A threshold is then chosen to submit only the more probable correspondences to the database administrator [11] .
Comparison of Population :
The comparison of instances allows the discovery of logical relationships (inclusion, intersection) between data and values in the databases, indicating a generalization/specialization kind of relationship between the corresponding classes and attributes.
Some of the comparison approaches are:
• Computation of a similarity function between pairs of attributes [26] • Computation of a semantic pertinence between elements using fuzzy logic [10] .
Once established, these correspondences sometimes reveal different representations of the same concept, depending on the schema. These differences, called "inter-schema conflicts" or "semantic heterogeneity" (see [22] for a classification) are responsible for several types of problems during the integration step. Thus, the goal of the comparison step is twofold: first, to discover the inter-schema correspondences and second, to identify the conflicts and distinguish their type in order to prepare the integration step.
Integration
The integration process consists, generally in a semiautomatic way, to build an integrated schema starting with:
• source (original) schemes (eventually translated in a canonical data model)
• inter-schema correspondences (coming from the comparison step)
• integration rules (depending on the method and data models used).
Schema Transformation
This step is mainly present in case of view integration. The recent approaches (federated ones) don't allow later modifications of source schemes, to preserve the local environment (data, applications) of the databases composing the federation and to guarantee their autonomy.
Terminology and Concept Bases

Foundation of Terminology
Among the numerous meanings of the word terminology , we note the following ones (coming from [5] ) which justify the usage of terminology in our work:
Description of an Existing Terminology
Content. This is a systematic study of an existing terminological reality. It consists in making an inventory of the terms of a domain and to organize them as a "domain tree". Each term is defined, described, its relationships with other terms are noted. This is an analytic activity describing the lexical and conceptual aspects of a domain in order to establish a dictionary.
Set of Terms Related to a Domain.
This is a coherent set of terms reflecting the conceptual system of a domain. It constitutes the vocabulary used by experts of the domain. In that sense, it represents a particular language.
Thus, the approach we propose supports the schemes preintegration task by a terminological activity (in the sense of 1) to establish one or many terminologies (in the sense of 2) of a domain. These terminologies will then constitute the core of concept bases.
Terms, Concepts, and the Domain
A term is the significant unit which uniquely defines a concept within a domain. The term is made up of one word (simple term) or several words (complex term).
A concept is a representation of a reality's aspect isolated by the mind. This is a unit of thinking based on a set of properties attributed to an object or a class of objects.
The domain may be an activity, a problem, a discipline in which a language called "particular language" (as opposed to the general language) exists and is used by experts of the domain.
The relationships between term, concept and domain are shown in Fig. 1 :
Theoretical Aspects of Terminology
Terminology studies the designation process, the organization of concepts in classes and systems, the conceptual structuration of a domain. It also studies lexicons and nomenclatures, their structure and their use. Moreover, terminology uses results from other fields such as taxonomy, logic, linguistic, etc.
The role of the definition is very important in terminology. A concept definition must permit to distinguish it from any other. For that purpose, the existing relationships between a concept and the rest of the domain must be enumerated and its defining characteristics values specified.
Terminology Building Method
The "classical" approach of a terminologist building the terminology of a domain begins with a precise delimitation of this domain. Complementing sources of information are then collected. The goal is to collect documents acting as domain reference sources like dictionaries, regulations or any other accepted and up-to-date documents.
The domain tree materializes the generic-specific relationships existing between the concepts. It is augmented each time a new concept is found and/or when analysing its definition. An other use of the domain tree is to delimit a domain by enumerating the set of its concepts.
The main data representation tool of the terminologist is the term record. A term record represents a concept, using a set of textual fields filled with the concept corresponding values. Apart from the concept's definition, terminological, linguistic and other information concerning the making of a record are also noted (source mention, reliability degree, etc.). A set of such records can be stored in a database to form a terminological database (or term bank). 
From Terminological Bases to Concept Bases
A concept base is a database dedicated to the storage and management of a set of concepts related to a common domain. The information stored for each concept is composed of its definition and its relationships with other concepts (in particular the generic/specific relationship).
Since the definition of a concept stored in a terminological database is expressed in a natural language form, it is not easily machine processable. If one wants to automatically manage concepts, it is necessary to express their definition in a formal way. This is usually accomplished by choosing a set of characteristics, the values of which are necessary and sufficient to distinguish each concept from the others. The formalized definition of a concept is then expressed by specifying the values it takes for each characteristics.
For example, during our study of the furniture domain (see section 7), the following defining characteristics have been collected: accessories , parts , dimension , shape , perception , place , localization , material , main usage , secondary usage. Thus, when establishing the furniture terminology, each concept has been defined and described by giving the value it takes for these common properties.
The formalization of concepts' definitions makes it possible to implement functions such as finding a concept on the basis of characteristics or comparing concepts and express what makes them different.
A Terminological Approach to Schema Preintegration
We focus our attention on the first step of the integration process, called "preintegration". As explained in section 2.2, this step is dedicated to the analysis of the source schemes in order to extract their semantic content. To this end we propose to create a concept base on top of each schema to integrate. Such a concept base aims at (re-)building the conceptual dictionary of the domain currently modelled by a schema.
The goal is to build a concept description as complete as possible to better inform the "integrator" on the meaning of concepts existing in the several databases to integrate. The more precise the concepts descriptions are, the more reliable will be their comparison, thus avoiding to consider as equivalent concepts which are only superficially (at the schema level) equivalent.The main advantage of a concept base over a simple terminological database is its formal representation of concepts that will ease automatic processing during the schema comparison step.
Terminology Building
To build a concept base it is necessary to first establish the terminology of the schema's domain.The first task is to identify the domain and to establish a list of all its terms. The schema may be a good starting point, its study showing the partial organization of the concepts stored in the database. Nevertheless, the schema only covers a subset of the domain (see point 2.1); it must be considered as an incomplete source, so other sources (like dictionaries or regulations) are necessary to reveal missing concepts. These sources provide precise (and accepted) definitions of the different concepts as well as the statements of rules governing relationships between concepts. Their textual orientation allows also to gather other information like synonyms, attribute domain, context, etc.
When building the domain tree (conceptual structure), concepts that were not present in the schema may appear. For example, the concept of "teacher" is not taken into account in a database containing classes Professor and Lecturer, both subclasses of Employee. However, the concept of teacher owns characteristics which are different from other employees like technicians or secretaries.
Concept Base Building
The main task involved in concept base building is to find properties that characterize the domain's concepts. These properties are sometimes ignored at the data schema level, because they seem to be implicit in the framework of a database. For example, the usage is a common property of any piece of furniture; nevertheless, it is unlikely that it will be explicitly given for each entity in a furniture database composed of classes like "seat" and "wardrobe". Indeed, each of these classes represents a set of furniture sharing an implicit value of usage ("to seat", "to arrange").
This is why the discovery of characteristics must use the definitions stored in the terminological database. Although this task cannot be fully automated, an array of computerized tools for browsing terms definitions, doing textual searches, etc. greatly enhance human capabilities.
Architecture and Functions of the Concept Base
The concept base we propose to build on top of each schema must not only store concepts characteristics, it must also support activities like: terminology building, formal characteristics finding, concepts comparison, and finally schema integration. For these purposes each concept is described at three levels, namely: terminological, formal characteristics, and representation in the underlying schema.
Terminological Information and Functions
The terminological description of a concept includes common terminological information such as: term : definition , position in the concept hierarchy, related and dependent concepts , linguistic context (the set of verbs, actions, adjectives, etc. which may be associated to the term in the domain language).
As mentioned earlier, finding out an appropriate set of characteristics for the concepts of a domain is an exploratory process that requires browsing, navigation, and search tools as well as more sophisticated tools to establish statistics and concordance. This is why we chose to represent terminological information in a hypertext structure. Each hypertext node stores textual information about a concept (term, definition, etc.), while hyperlinks represent semantic relationships between concepts (generic/specific, existential dependency, "part-of", etc.).
The navigation capabilities of hypertext systems, combined with global associative search and easy link building make it an efficient support to knowledge acquisition and exploration during the base's building phase, and a helpful tool for domain understanding and learning during both integration and exploitation.
In the ConcepTerm prototype this hypertext layer is implemented as a set of HyperCard  "stacks", with specialized exploration tools programmed in the HyperTalk  scripting language.
Formal Characteristics
In order to be automatically processed, the description of each concept must be based on a common "mould", its elements having to be as elementary as possible.
The formal characterisation of a set of concepts is based on the finding of common properties systematically present in each concept description, but with different values. Since characteristics values can themselves have a complex structure we chose to represent the formal definition of concepts as complex objects in an object-oriented data model. For instance the concept of "bergere" (in the furniture domain) can be represented by the following complex object: In addition, an object-oriented data model with complex values is well adapted to the specification of operations and methods acting on a concept base. Some of these operations are:
• complex properties inheritance, which needs more complicated process than the usual duplicating of generic inherited values
• comparison of concepts based on properties values
• search of equivalent concepts in another concept base.
The formal characteristics layer of the ConcepTerm prototype is based on the F2 objectoriented database management system [7] and its F2Concept extension [8] [9] . The whole system is implemented as a client/server architecture, the hypertext layer acting as a graphical user interface and the F2 DBMS as a concept management system.
Mapping to Underlying Schemes
Generally, databases aim at storing a (computer) representation of a subset of the complete extension of a concept. For example, in a College database, we'll find the subset of the "student" concept extension corresponding to the students registered in that College. Each individual student will be represented by a tuple of values expressing his(her) name, first name, degree, etc. On the other hand, some concepts will not be represented by data but by a process, an integrity constraint, a deduction rule (if available) or even by a combination of data/process/constraint/ rules.
The description of a concept's representation in a database is given by a function which associates to each concept:
• its representation in terms of object-oriented schema elements, describing the form taken by an instance of the concept within the underlying database
• several instance management procedures describing the primitives operations to create or delete an instance, to search (access to) any or all instances, etc. These procedures are only specified if they are not implied by the representation schema.
The following list enumerates a set of elementary representation schemes we have identified:
a) Concept → (Virtual) Class
In this simplest case, a concept is mapped to a class; an object represents an instance of the concept. The operations defined on instances correspond to those on objects (create, update, delete).
If the class is virtual, i.e. computed using one or many other classes (like a relational view), the operations of instance creation and deletion may be more complex and have to be explicitly described.
Example: The concept of "literary works" may be represented by a virtual class derived from the Author and Book classes:
virtual class Works attributes author: Author, novels:
set(Book), essays: set(Book)) connections novels = select n in Book where n.author = author and n.type = "novel" essays = select e in Book where e.author = author and e.type = "essay"
To find the works instance corresponding to the author "Hugo", we need to select an Author object and to join it with objects from the Book class. The deletion of this instance would require the deletion of all books of this author.
b) Concept → Attribute
Each instance of the concept is represented by a value of the same attribute. It should be noted that the existence of an instance depends on the existence of an object in the class owning the attribute.
Example: The concept of "mother tongue" may be represented using an attribute mother_tongue in the Person class, its set of values defined in class Language. To create an instance of mother tongue amounts to give a value of mother_tongue for an existing entity of the Person class.
When an attribute is calculated (not stored), the creation and suppression operations have to be explicitly defined. Note that concepts represented by attributes are always dependent on other concepts and act as links between concepts.
c) Instance → Class or Set
An instance of a concept may appear as a set of objects of the same type. In that case, the instance will be represented by a "container" which should be a class extension or a selection of objects.
Example: The market prices of stock S (the values of stock S during a period) may be represented as class S attributes date, value, exchanged_volume or as select x.date, x.value, x.exchanged_volume from x in Exchange_daily_record where label = "S".
d) Concept → Integrity Constraint Schema
Some concepts do not generate any data, i.e. their instances are not explicitly stored in the database, but they act upon its content either as constraints or as data transformations rules.
Example: The concept of "land occupation" may be represented by a generic constraint:
for all p in PieceOfLand p.surface_built / p.surface < t
An instance of this concept corresponds an instantiation of the constraint formula, i.e. a formula obtained by replacing all free variables by constants, as in for all p in PieceOfLand: p.surface_built / p.surface < 0.25
e) Concept → Process Schema
When a concept is an action, its representation may be a process (method, transaction, or application). An instance of such a concept corresponds to the execution of this process.
Example: The concept of promotion is represented by a method:
of class Student. The creation of an instance of promotion corresponds to the execution of the method on an object with actual parameters, like in:
joe.promote(G6, 1994-06-31)
The ability to delete an instance depends on the existence of an inverse process; in the same way, the access to existing instances is realized by querying the process execution history (to be recorded in a journal). The architecture of a concept base is illustrated in Fig. 2 below. 
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Concepts Comparison and Translation
The building of a concept base on top of each schema to integrate allows a two-levels comparison of these schemes: First, on the represented concepts and second, on the schema elements and population. Concepts comparison is necessary since the same term may designate different concepts, depending on the system. For instance, although there exists a class Student in two schemes to compare, the concept of student may be different in the two systems; it is thus necessary to exactly understand the similarities and differences between these concepts before trying to integrate or translate underlying schema elements.
The comparison of concepts is based on their characteristic values and on the existence of well established equivalencies between these values. An equivalence function is defined for each formal characteristic. Thus, an equivalence function may be "simple", consisting of value comparison according to their identity or to a value scale. On the other hand, some functions may consist of complex comparison and calculation to determine equivalence.Examples of equivalence functions:
• "Simple" function: equivalence between dimensions (tall, small): This function is based on an existing order between dimension values (ex: small ≤ tall)
• "Complex" function: Equivalence between the usage of pieces of furniture (to store books, to store clothes, to seat, to sleep). In that case, the function has to be defined on both the action (to store, to seat, to sleep) and the objects on which the action is acting (books, clothes)
• Function with translation: equivalence between characteristics values express in different language or with synonyms, e.g., usage.action: to sleep (English) is equivalent to usage.action: schlafen (German). In that case a set of simple term equivalencies (like to sleep ≈ schlafen) between the two languages must be provided.
Once equivalencies between concept of different schemes have been discovered, interschema correspondences can be established using the schema representation of these concepts and validated at the population level. Generally, equivalencies will not be perfect, indicating that some extra work has to be done to find correct inter-schema correspondences. In this respect one can mention concepts which are not completely equivalent although they have the same representations in the underlying schemes. This is the kind of semantic conflict that cannot be detected at the schema level.
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Methodology Aspects: The ConcepTerm Project 1
ConcepTerm is a research project dedicated to the creation of encyclopedic and multilingual dictionaries of concepts. The building and management process of such dictionaries is studied. ConcepTerm is a collaboration between database specialists and terminologists from the University of Geneva. The interdisciplinary nature of the project aims at putting together database and terminological formalisms, in order to define a set of generic methods and tools to support the building of a new generation of computerized dictionaries.
The architecture defined for this project is based on concept bases describing the conceptual spaces of a particular domain in four different languages. In this case, the four languages should be seen themselves as four different domains, each one with its own domain tree and concept space. These concept bases are used to physically store the terminologies of the domain; they were realized with terminological techniques assisted by computer tools.
Building of the Dictionary "0"
The domain of furniture was chosen to serve as conceptual space for our first dictionary. This domain was chosen for different reasons, including the fact that everybody knows it and that documents describing the domain are abundant.
A first set of defining characteristics was drawn up by analysing the definitions found in general dictionaries and reference books of the domain. Concepts definitions, together with their characteristics were entered in a hypertext system. Using exploration and analysis tools we were able to further refine the structure of characteristic values until they were broken into sufficiently simple pieces (words or numbers). Once this structure was well established concepts descriptions were entered into an F2 database linked to the hypertext system. This resulted in the building of four separate dictionaries of furniture (in French, English, German and Italian) of approximately 250 concepts each. The next step was to establish equivalencies between defining characteristics values for each pair of languages. Once again, an exploratory approach was taken to create equivalence relations between simple values stored in the dictionaries.
Finally an interactive tool to find concept equivalencies has been designed, that is based on a set of value equivalence relations. We are currently studying the definition and implementation of more complex equivalence functions.
Development of Computer Tools
The dictionary "0" has been used as a test platform for the data structures, tools and interfaces developed for ConcepTerm. It allowed us to recognize the different functionalities needed by the users during both the dictionary building process (expert users) and query process (non-expert users). These needs have also been considered for both mono-and multilingual usage.
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Conclusion and Future Directions
We have presented a possible solution to the investigation step of the database schema integration process. This solution proposes to use terminological techniques during the preintegration step. Each schema is semantically enriched by building a concept base on top of it. These concept bases will then support the comparison of concepts and the establishment of correspondences between schema elements.The main advantages of this approach are:
• Better inter-schema correspondences based on domain knowledge instead of schema information
• Clear distinction between concepts comparison and schema comparison
• The discovery of possible semantic conflicts that do not appear at schema level (when different concepts have the same representation)
• The building of a very high level, yet computer based, description of an information system.
Moreover, other activities where a complete and precise description of a domain is necessary may gain advantages from such a concept base:
Design Dictionaries: A concept base may be used to build and manage a design dictionary, frequently called "encyclopedia" or "repository". The CASE tools success has shown the interest for that kind of dictionaries. Unfortunately, it has also shown that a simple "schema collection" support system is not sufficient to help a team of designers work together on a project. A concept base should allow the sharing of a terminology, based on precise definitions coming from accepted sources and improved with more personal information like abbreviations or synonyms used by the different designers during their activities.
High-level Interfaces:
The recent World Wide Web project [16] and its growing success show that both the electronic (wide) publication of information and the access to information are becoming major concern of organizations. Consequently, databases, as potential sources of huge information volumes, have to participate to this process. A concept base seems to be a possible support to the publication of a database, by presenting to the "external" world a semantically improved schema (multi-language descriptions, definitions, synonyms). Mappings defined in the concept base should be used to access the underlying system.
The remote users have to be considered as a new type of users for a database. They ignore some aspects implicitly known by the "local" users, members of the organization. Thus, a concept base representing a complete terminology of the domain and clearly describing these implicit aspects should improve the navigation and the information search process in conventional databases.
Future Research Directions
Our future research directions include the definition and implementation of more complex equivalence functions in a semiautomatic comparison system. We have also observed that it would be valuable to include encyclopedic information (like examples, properties, pictures, etc.) within the description of concepts in order to help their understanding and comparison, in particular for abstract and complex domains. Finally, we continue to study hypertext and hypermedia interface for concept bases and to develop the tools needed to build and manage such systems.
